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Abstract

The radial variation of porosity, pore density, pore size distributions and fracture toughness
parameter (K,c) was characterised for several PWR-U02 fuel samples in the burnup range 40-67 GWd/tM.
In all cases, the formation of a porous zone at the pellet periphery was confirmed, the thickness of which
increases with the average burnup. Within this zone, an exponential growth of the fuel porosity and pore
density towards the pellet edge was measured, while the mean pore size remaining constant at about l/^m.
At the pellet edge both porosity and pore density appeared to reach a saturating value, almost
independently on the average burnup considered, which in the case of porosity was in the range 15-17%.

Accompanying this porosity increase, also a structure modification of the original fuel is
evidenced, leading to a band of completely grain subdivided material at the pellet edge, with a grain size
of 0.29 + 0.14 /un, compared to the as-fabricated grain sizes of 5-10 /xm. As increasing the distance from
the pellet edge, a characteristic of this grain subdivision is that it becomes unambiguously concentrated
around pores, first at both intragranular and intergranular positions, and then clearly located at the
boundaries of the original matrix grains.

The resistance of the material to crack propagation (K,c), showed an increase of 80 to 100 % in
the rim zone, compared to the rest of the fuel. This unexpected improvement is supposed to be caused by
a type of Hall-Petch strengthening mechanism, due to the grain refinement occurring in the rim region.
The positive contribution of this effect apparently overrides the detrimental influence of the porosity in the
material toughness. In this paper, also the influence of the local burnup on the above results is discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

When PWR-U02 fuels are irradiated at average burnups above about 40 GWd/tM, a
particularly porous and fine grained microstructure, i.e. the so-called 'rim structure', develops
at the pellet periphery [1-3]. The onset and growth of this structure coincides also with
observation of a slope change in the gas release rate of these fuels, which increases from a base
level of about 1 % of the inventory at 40 GWd/tM to values of several percents at about 70
GWd/tM [4-5]. Due to the in general detrimental influence on an excessive gas release in the
fuel performance, interest appeared to elucidate the real contribution of the rim zone to the
integral gas release. Two main possibilities for this influence had been considered by different
authors, namely a potential increase of the fuel temperatures through the formation of an
additional thermal barrier at the fuel-cladding gap [6-8], and or a direct release from the cold
fuel periphery via pore venting under postulated intense microcracking [9].
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To confirm these hypothesis, a good characterisation of the material properties of the
rim zone is needed. With respect to the first point, knowledge of the porosity gradients and
related pore features is important for the assessment of the thermal conductivity degradation
of the fuel due to matrix voids [10,11], together with that caused by the increase of the fission
products concentration [11]. On the other hand, determination of the propensity to cracking
of the rim material appears to be relevant, to evaluate the possibility of athermal pore
channeling formation during power changes [9].

In a recently published work by the authors, a thorough study of the porosity and other
microstructure details within the rim and adjacent zones for a wide range of commercial PWR-
UO2 fuels had been presented [12]. In the present paper, a summary of these results is given,
together with new data of the radial dependence of the Vickers hardness, Hv, and the fracture
toughness KIC, for the same kind of fuels. As a complement, an evaluation of the results as
function of the local burnup is given, according to calculations performed with the APPOLO
code [13].

2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1. Fuel characteristics

Fuel samples treated in this paper were taken from standard PWR fuel rods which were
irradiated in a commercial power reactor for several cycles. The cross sections considered
correspond to the maximum power positions of different fuel rods, being the assigned burnups
to be interpreted as the average peak pellet burnup in each case. Cladding and fuel materials
were zirconium base alloys and UO2 respectively. The initial fuel enrichment was 3.5-4.2 w/o
U-235. The nominal fuel rod diameter was 10.75 mm, the fuel density 10.40 g/cm3 and the
fabrication grain size of UO2 7-10 //m.

2.2. Sample preparation

Ceramographic cross sections were carefully prepared in several grinding and polishing
steps with hard abrasives (SiC and diamond) up to a surface roughness of about 1 ftm, with
two final polishing steps with submicron oxide suspensions to eliminate as much as possible
the created surface stresses during grinding. In addition, two intermediate vacuum
reimpregnations were made between the coarsest grinding steps in order to avoid artificial pore
coarsening and grain fragmentation during preparation.

For SEM examinations, fresh fracture surfaces along the pellet diameter were produced
by bending rupture of impregnated pellet discs of 3 mm in thickness, which were previously
notched them from both sides to a depth of 0.5 mm.

2.3. Quantitative metallography

Quantitative image analysis was performed with a fully automatic equipment Quantimet
520. The analysis was done using optical micrographs originally taken at magnification 500
x, with an additional enlargement of about 3.4 times through a video camera system. The
feature resolution limit on the monitor screen was about 0.2 ĉm. Photographs were subdivided
in bands of 40 pm in width in the fuel radial direction enclosing a measuring area of about
4000 ixm2, and a number of features per frame between 200 and 400. Setting of the detection
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threshold (i.e. level of grey colour detected or ignored) was done according to standard
methods recommended in the specific literature [14,15]. Manual retouching of the detected
field was also performed, to eliminate all artificial pore interconnections and to add all
remaining small pores which were not detected automatically [12]. The surface to spatial
conversion of the measured two-dimensional pore densities and pore size distributions was
done by application of the Saltykov method for spherical particles with logarithmic size
classification [12,16].

2.4. Microindentation tests

Room temperature microindentation tests at the loads 20, 50 and 100 g were performed
with the indentation device of a remote controlled microscope in the ITU hot cells, using a
Vickers diamond pyramid with an edge angle of 136°. Tests were performed with loading and
unloading rates of 10 g/s, and with a hold-time at load of 5 s. The load was determined on
the calibrated scale of an incorporated load cell with a precision of + 2 %. The resulting
imprint diagonals and wedge crack lengths were measured on the transferred video image of
the imprint, with a precision of about + 0.5 /xm. Determinations of imprint diagonals and
crack lengths were done 24 h after the tests, to allow possible strain-relaxation and post-test
crack growth processes to be stabilised. Detailed post-test analysis of the imprint areas was
performed by optical microscopy and SEM examinations.

For all samples studied, measurements were done on four orthogonal radii at intervals
of 50 jim, with a separation between indentations of about 8 print diagonals at 20 g load, and
of about 3 print diagonals at 100 g load. The results given are thus the average of four
separated measurements, the error bands being placed at 95 % confidence level. The hardness
was calculated with the expression [17]

Hv = 1854.4. P/d kg/mm2,
where P (g) is the indentation load and d (p.m] the print diagonal. The fracture toughness was
calculated via the relationship [18]

KIC = 0.057.H.a1/2. (E/H)04. (c/a)'3/2 (Mpa.mI/2),

where E (MPa) is the Young modulus, a (m) the half print diagonal and c(m) the crack length
measured from the imprint centre. The Young modulus was calculated in each case via the
relationship [19]

E (MPa) = 2.20 . 105 - 5.10 . 103. P (%),
which takes into account the variation of the elasticity modulus with the local porosity.

For crack counting no rejection criterion was applied. Rather, all the cracks were
counted according to their largest projection onto any of the two diagonal axes. In case of
lateral crack formation and path branching, like in most of the present indentations on high
burnup UO2 fuels, the so-derived (effective) crack lengths tend to underestimate the true crack
extensions, leading to comparatively higher KIC values than in the case of straight crack
propagation under the same energy dissipation. This is consistent with the intuitive concept
that crack path deviation and branching may contribute to an increased material toughness [17].
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3. RESULTS

3.1 Porosity, pore density and pore size distributions within the rim and adjacent
zones

The radial variation of the porosity and other relevant microstructure features in the
radial range 0.5 < r/r0 < 1 had been determined for various PWR-UQ fuels with average
burnups between 40 and 67 GWd/tM [12]. For the present study three fuels with average
burnups 40.3, 56.9 and 66.6 GWd/tM were selected. As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the results
of the quantitative porosity and pore density determinations indicate that within a range of few
tenths of microns to several hundreds of microns from the pellet edge (this width increasing
with burnup), an exponential growth of the fuel porosity and the pore density takes place
towards the position r/ro= 1, resulting in 3 to 4 times larger porosities, and typically one order
of magnitude larger pore densities at the pellet edge, compared to the values measured at the
onset of the rim zone.
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FIG. 1. Variation of the fuel porosity with the radial position and burnup.

A particular finding of these determinations is that the average pore size within the rim
zone remains fairly constant around the value of approximately one micron, independently on
the average burnup of the sample and the radial position examined (Fig. 3). Interesting to
note is also the fact that independently of the average burnup of the fuel, a similar saturating
value of porosity and pore density seem to be reached at the pellet edge, corresponding to a
maximum of about 15-17 % pore fraction, and a maximum of roughly 1 . 108 pores per mm3

(Figs. 1-2). The concluding remark is that the local swelling (void volume) at the pellet edge
extends gradually towards the pellet centre with increasing burnup, without leading to
exaggerated pore coalescence and growth as in the case of the Pu-rich agglomerates in
heterogeneous MOX fuels [20].
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FIG. 3. Pore size distributions at various radial positions. (Average burnup: 40.3
GWd/tM

3.2 Influence of the local burnup

The increase of the local burnups due to the fissioning of Pu isotopes at the pellet
periphery was calculated for all fuel samples examined with the APPOLO code [13]. Input
data needed for these calculations were the average burnups, the initial enrichments and the
pellet diameter [13]. The results obtained were then used to convert the previously determined
radial porosity profiles in 'porosity vs. local burnup1 profiles. Results of this conversion are
compiled in Fig. 4, for the three samples described in the above section and another one with
average burnup 50.3 GWd/tM.
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Intuitively, since both the local porosity and the local burnup show similar exponential
growths towards the pellet edge, one would infer a monotonous increase of the fuel porosity
with the local burnup, once certain threshold burnup would have been exceeded [12]. As
shown in Fig. 4, this was in general the case of all the samples examined, when local burnups
in the range 50-65 GWd/tM were exceeded. As estimated mainly from the EMPA
measurements of retained Xe, other threshold burnups mentioned in the literature were 60-65
GWd/tM (pellet edge burnup) [2] and 60-75 GWd/tM (local bumup) [21].
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FIG. 4. Variation of the local porosity with the local burnup.

Once this threshold burnup range is surpassed, different trends in the porosity growth
with the local burnup are established, the higher the average burnup the lower the slope
(Fig.4). This behaviour indicates obviously that the local burnup is not the unique parameter
determining the porosity level at a given radial position, and is compatible also with the fact
that a saturating level of porosity is reached at the pellet edge independently on the average
burnup (upper part of Fig 4 and Fig.l). If on the contrary the local porosity would have
depended only on the local burnup, the maximum porosity level at the pellet edge would have
shown a continuous growth with the average burnup, which is clearly not the case of the
present findings.

3.3 SEM examinations

Accompanying the above described porosity and pore density increase, a grain
subdivision process is also verified in the rim and adjacent zones, leading to a typical
'submicron' grain structure after irradiation, in contrast with the relatively large grain size of
the as-fabricated material (7-10 jam) [12]. Characteristic of this 'in-reactor' grain subdivision
is that it appears as a homogeneous structure only in a narrow band of material near the pellet
edge, while as the distance towards the pellet centre increases, the grain subdivided areas are
observed only locally concentrated around pores, first at indistinctly intragranular and
intergranular positions, and then unambiguously located at the grain boundaries of the original
fuel matrix [12].
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SEM micrographs of Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate this microstructure evolution for the
sample with average burnup of 66.6 GWd/tM. As shown in Fig.5A, the fully recrystallised
porous band formed in this case extended only up to position r/ro = 0.97 (~ 135 /*m from the
pellet edge). Deeper into the fuel a transition region appeared, with a mixture of unmodified
and restructured areas, these last with progressively decreasing amounts towards the pellet
centre (Figs.5B and 5C). Fig. 5 C shows also that rather apart from the pellet edge (0.8 <
r/ro < 0.9), the restructured areas were found primarily located on the grain boundaries of
the original matrix. For this particular sample, vestiges of fuel restructuring were observed
on some grain boundaries and intergranular cavities up to r/r0 ~ 0.5. Finally, the localisation
of the grain subdivision around pores is shown in Figs. 6A and 6B, for two different radial
positions inside the transition region. Within the fully restructured rim (Fig. 5A), the
measured average grain size was 0.29 fim + 0.14 fixn. At other radial positions, no substantial
variation of the subdivided grain sizes was found.

3.4 The idealised representation of the rim material

According to the above results, in the outermost (colder) parts of the pellet where still
the burnup induced restructuring does not appear concentrated on the grain boundaries of the
prior fuel matrix, the rim structure can be characterised by a population of basically
non-interconnected quasi-spherical pores, whose average size remains fairly constant (~ l^im)
along the irradiation, independently on the stadium (extension) of the restructuring process
(i.e. the average bumup reached). Based on that, an idealised representation of this structure
can be attempted as in Fig. 7, subdividing the material in so many cubic cells as pores in the
volume are measured, with the centre of each cell occupied by a single pore with its associated
recrystallised surrounding [12]. Disregarding recrystallisation, a similar representation of a
porous irradiated fuel has been considered by Ronchi [22], taking into account spherical cells.
With this approach, if one considers for simplicity reasons a unique mean pore diameter at
each radial position, other parameters as the cell size and the average pore-to-pore distance,
this last defined as the distance between the surfaces of two nearest neighbour pores, can be
easily calculated from the porosity and the volumetric pore density data [12,22].

Fig. 8 shows the variation of the calculated pore-to-pore distances within the outer rim
regions of three fuels with different discharge burnups. The figure shows that for a given
radial position this typical distance decreases as average burnup increases, and, for a given
burnup, as the distance to the pellet edge decreases. The slope of the curves indicates also that
the separation between pores decreases less markedly towards the pellet centre as the average
burnup increases. This is only one indication more that the porous rim zone growths
progressively towards the pellet interior as increasing the irradiation time (burnup).

By introducing in Fig. 8 the radial position at which for the sample with burnup 66.6
GWd/tM a fully recrystallised material was observed (r/r0 ~ 0.97), a minimal pore-to-pore
distance of about 1.5 \xm results [12]. Since at this position this distance would be
approximately twice the average thickness of the recrystallised shells around the pores (Fig.
7), a value of about 0.75 ^m results for this thickness. This value is well consistent with the
experimental observations (Figs. 6A and 6B). Further, if the same critical pore-to-pore
distance to observe recrystallisation (~ 1.5 fim) is extended to other samples, the results of
Fig. 8 would predict fully recrystallised widths of about 45 jum and 75 /xm for the samples
with burnups 40.3 GWd/tM and 56.9 GWd/tM respectively, and much more than 150 (im for
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FIG. 5. Microstructural changes along the pellet radius. (Average burnup: 66.6
GWd/tM. (A) Fully restructured rim. (B) Beginning of the transition zone.
(C) Localisation of the fuel restructuring at grain boundaries
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FIG. 6. Grain subdivision around pores at different radial positions. (A) Intragranular
pore (B) Intergranular pores

the burnups above 66.6 GWd/tM. Preliminary SEM observations of samples with average
burnups above 70 GWd/tM confirm this trend.

3.5 Microhardness

For all three fuel samples examined in this work the hardness remained relatively
constant along most of the pellet radius, with exception of the peripheric region showing the
rim structure. At these positions, a reduction of up to 30 % of the average occurred towards
the pellet edge, independently on the indentation load applied and the average burnup
examined. This can be appreciated in Fig. 9 where the radial variation of the relative
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hardness, i.e. the ratio between the local hardness and the average hardness in the region 0 <
r/r0 < 0.8, is shown for different average burnups at constant load. Interesting to note is that
the width of the region within which the hardness decrease is observed coincides rather well
with that region where an enhanced porosity of these fuels region was measured (Fig. 1, rim
region).

FIG. 7. Cellular representation of the rim and adjacent zones.
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A general remark has to be done that with decreasing the indentation load a systematic
increase of the fuel hardness was observed, as it is normally the case of the Vickers tests when
low loads are applied [17]. This dependence can be eliminated using an expression of the type
H « (P-W)/d2, where P and d have the usual meaning given in Section 2.4 and W represents
a critical load below which no indentation is produced [17]. Applying this correction, a load
independent hardness can be assigned to each fuel for the region below r/r0 = 0.8 ('plateau1

of Fig.9), showing a roughly linear increase with the average burnup [23].

3.6 Crack length and fracture toughness

As with the Vickers hardness, Hv, the radial dependence of the indentation crack
lengths, c, was determined for all three samples examined. Fig. 10 shows these results for the
sample with 66.6 GWd/tM average bumup, together with the corresponding diagonal lengths
at the same indentation load (50 g). Similarly to the hardness profile (Fig. 9), the crack
lengths remain relatively constant along most of the pellet radius (r/ro s 0.8), until they start
to decrease on approaching the outer parts of the fuel. This indicates obviously a smaller
propensity to crack propagation of the outer fuel regions, which in combination with the
observed hardness decrease (Fig. 9) results in a clear improvement of the fracture toughness
of the zone, i.e. the rim region. It is noteworthy that on approaching the pellet edge, the
shortening of the measured crack lengths clearly starts before any hardness decrease is
noticeable (Figs.9,10), and thus before any significant porosity increase is measured (Fig. 1).
This effect, which was observed in all three fuel samples examined, is at present not
completely understood.

Differently to the case of the hardness, the derived K1C values were rather independent
of the indentation load used, allowing direct comparison of the results without any
normalisation. Fig. 11 shows the derived fracture toughness (K,c) profiles for the three fuels
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tested, at the indentation load 50 g. As it becomes evident from the plots, a toughening effect
can be associated with the rim zone, whose width of influence clearly increases with the
average burnup (Fig. 11). As mentioned before, comparison of Fig. 11 with Figs. 9-10
shows that the 'toughened1 rim extends further into the fuel than the corresponding 'softened'
region defined by the hardness profile.

In Fig. 11, also the range of KIC values for unirradiated UQ is given, according to
measurements by other authors at higher loads [19] and the control measurements performed
in our case under the same conditions as for the irradiated fuels. As mentioned in point 2.4,
the higher KjC value derived in our case is due to the abundant lateral crack formation. Within
the scatter of both measured and reference results, the plots of Fig. 11 show primarily that the
fracture toughness of the central parts of the irradiated fuels roughly compares to the range of
values for unirradiated UO2, while the fracture toughness of the rim zone can be twice as
large.

4. DISCUSSION

It has been shown that the rim region of high burnup fuels is characterised by a steep
increase of the porosity and pore density towards the pellet edge, within a peripheral band of
the fuel whose thickness increases with the average burnup. This evolution is labelled also
with two other important features, namely that the loci of the pore size distributions remain
placed at around almost the same median pore size for all radial positions, and that a saturating
level of both porosity fraction and pore density is reached at the pellet edge, independently of
the average burnup of the fuel. The experimental data show that the porous rim extends
progressively into the fuel, without leading to pore interconnections or exaggerated cavity
growth, as it is the case of the Pu-rich agglomerates in heterogeneous MOX fuels when very
high local burnups are reached ( > 250 GWd/tM) [20]. This has a certain positive impact on
the thermal properties, since for a given void fraction, smaller and well distributed pores tend
to deteriorate less the thermal conductivity than larger and irregularly distributed cavities [11].
Also, the fact that the pores in the rim zone remain basically 'non-interconnected' ensures the
retention of the fission gases, so long as no pore connection is provoked under non steady state
conditions.

The high burnup effects in the rim zone lead also to a remarkable grain size reduction,
typically from 7-10^tm in the as-fabricated condition to about 0.2 - 0.3 ^m after grain
subdivision. Characteristic of this grain subdivision is that it affects uniformly only in a
narrow band of material at the pellet edge, and that as the distance from the pellet edge
increases, it is observed preferentially concentrated around pores. Further, at deeper positions
into the pellet, the restructuring process (i.e. enhanced porosity plus associated grain
subdivision) appears localised at the prior grain boundaries, before it vanishes completely in
the hotter regions of the fuel. Thus, whichever were the entities causing the restructuring
process, when the temperature increases, they appear to deplete first from the grain interiors
and then from grain boundaries, falling their concentration to a level below which no
restructuring process can be induced. Several kind of physical parameters have been assumed
to play a role in the initiation of the grain subdivision process, i.e. the lattice defect
concentration, the dislocations density, the bubble overpressure, etc., [12]. However, among
them, mainly the fission gases can follow an evolution inside the grains like the above
described. Because of that, it appears plausible to consider that the bubble overpressure could
play a decisive role in the initiation of the grain restructuring.
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It has been described that the rim zone is associated with a hardness decrease of about
30% and with a fracture toughness increase of about 100% compared to the values in the
centre of the fuel (Figs. 9,11). It was noted also that the variation of hardness correlates well
with the porosity growth inside the rim zone (Figs.l ,9). This is in agreement with the general
observation in ceramic materials [24], and also with data of unirradiated UO2 and (U,Pu)O2

[25], showing a monotonous decrease of the hardness with the increase of the porosity
fraction. However, the behaviour is different in the case of the K,c values, since instead of
a reduction of the fracture toughness with increasing porosity, like normally observed in
porous ceramics [24, 26-28], the results in the rim zone show just the opposite trend, i.e.
higher KIC values towards the regions with higher porosities (Fig. 11). It must be then noted
that towards the pellet edge, not only the porosity but also the amount of recrystallised or grain
subdivided areas increases. In that sense, it is to remark that the main characteristic of the
superplastic ceramics, showing improved ductility and increased toughness, is precisely their
sub micron grain size [29]. Therefore, the increased KIC values of the rim zone are to be
attributed to the submicron grains of the region, whose positive effects on toughness apparently
override the detrimental effect of porosity [12]. On that base, a pore venting of the region due
to microcracking during moderate power changes [9], appears to be improbable.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Above average burnups of about 40 GWd/tM, the porous rim zone increases gradually
its thickness towards the pellet centre, showing a saturating maximum void fraction (porosity)
at the pellet edge, with decreasing values of porosity and pore density towards the pellet
interior. Also, another feature relevant for the thermal and gas release properties of the fuel,
is that the average pore size across the rim region remain more or less constant around 1 /zm,
with basically no evidence of pore interconnection and cavity growth at any radial position.

With respect to the mechanical integrity of the rim zone, no evidence of deterioration
is found. On the contrary, an improved resistance to crack propagation within this zone is
observed, precluding in principle a friable behaviour during steady state operation and
probably under moderate operational power ramps.

Vestiges of the high burnup fuel restructuring starting at the pellet edge can be found
rather deep into fuel (r/ro -0.5, at -67 GWd/tM. From intermediate radial positions (r/ro >
0.9, at -67 GWd/tM) towards the pellet centre, this restructuring process is observed with
decreasing amounts and progressively concentrated on the grain boundaries of the original
matrix, until it finally vanishes at the hotter parts of the fuel. This indicates clearly that
thermally activated processes, like most probably the gas migration and pore depressurisation,
may contribute to the extinction of this athermally initiated fuel restructuring.
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